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Houston We have an Energy Image Problem!  

September 2010 

Houston’s image and reality never quite match up.  There is often an outside 
impression that hot and humid Houston is not an attractive place to be.  But if you ask 
most residents, they think Houston is a great place to live, understanding that hot 
and humid is not year round; plus there is such a thing as air conditioning.  The reality: 
Houston is vibrantly growing and may soon become the third largest city in the United 
States, if it isn’t already. 

Some outside perspectives of Houston’s image on energy cast the city as 
rigidly tied to “dirty old” oil and gas, unaware of the changing energy 
landscape. First, hot and humid may be better than cold and freezing, particularly if 
you don’t have energy around to warm up.  Hydrocarbons are the dominant 
energy source in this country making up almost two thirds of America’s energy 
consumption.  Add in “polluting ole” coal and “radioactive” nuclear and the supply figure 
rises to over 90%. 

In 2009, renewable sources provided about 8 % of US energy consumption with 
conventional hydroelectricity the biggest share of that.  Economically, the US would 
come to a virtual standstill without fossil fuels.  In fact, the transportation sector truly 
would come to a standstill without crude oil that provides about 94% of this country’s 
transportation fuels.  The reality is that the US needs traditional energy sources for 
decades into the future; so let’s move beyond the Washington rhetoric and look 
into how Houston is adapting to changes in the energy landscape. 

Given a choice, most people prefer to use “clean” energy if it is affordable and price 
competitive with their current energy source.  Renewables have struggled on 
affordability and price competitiveness.  That is not surprising as there are always 
learning curves with any new technologies as well as required infrastructure 
development.  I saw that decline curve clearly in offshore platform and development 
costs in my years with Shell.  Government subsidies make sense in the early 
acceleration process. Wind energy has come the farthest in this regard.  It may surprise 
the average American, but Texas is by far the largest wind generator at 10,000 
megawatts, over twice second place Iowa.  My previous blog of June 8, 2010 
highlighted The Wind Alliance formed right here in Houston, Texas.  We have all the 
ingredients to one day be known as the Wind Capital too. 

Well who uses this wind?  The EPA just recently designated The City of Houston 
as the number one municipal purchaser of green power with wind supplying 
aoubt one third of its total energy usage.  The next city is Dallas followed by Chicago.  
Well then, who got the headline on the EPA announcement of the top 20 
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municipalities?  Here it is from their August 6, 2010 press release, “San Francisco Bay 
Area Municipalities Get Thumbs up from Federal Government for Fighting Climate 
Change.” The EPA highlights the Northern California based Marin Energy Authority 
whose rank was thirteen. Does it seem strange to you that the EPA wouldn’t mention 
who was number one? 

Of course, solar and wind power potential are not generally located near major 
population centers.  They require new transmission lines as we all know, but who has 
stepped up with a $5 billion dollar investment program?  This savvy readership knows 
its Texas but does the rest of the country?  Keeping with solar, which state has the 
most solar potential?  Yep; however, here is where the Texas deserves a knock as 
there are no real solar incentives to encourage solar development as there were when 
wind got off the ground in this state.  The naysayers cite solar power’s lack of cost 
competitiveness, but it’s a pretty impressive decline curve that forecasters suggest will 
make grid parity in five years.  It seems to me the time is right for some solar 
incentives to get the economic development rolling. 

Has Houston ignored solar?  In 2008, Houston was named one of the DOE’s 
twenty-five Solar America Cities thanks in large part to the good work of HARC 
(Houston Advanced Research Center) and the City.  Fortunately, Mayor Parker did 
highlight the City’s number one ranking on using green energy in her August 4, 2010 
press release saying, “Houston is already known as the energy capital of the world, but 
we are committed to becoming the alternative energy capital of the world as well,” and 
the release went on to say “The City of Houston has solar power on a portion of the 
George R. Brown Convention Center, the City’s Code Enforcement building (3300 Main), 
Discovery Green Park and the City Hall Annex building (900 Bagby).  In addition, the 
City of Houston recently received a $1.3 million State Energy Conservations Office 
(SECO) Distributed Renewable Energy Grant to purchase approximately 25 
commercially available distributed renewable energy (solar) mobile generator systems 
to provide backup energy during an emergency.” 

HARC has continued to reach out on solar initiatives in this case with the Pasadena 
School District, in the heart of our Houston’s refining and petrochemical complex, to 
install 145 kilowatts of solar capacity at two high schools.  In the May 25, 2010 press 
release, Lizabeth Price, HARC research associate and program manager, said, “This 
community outreach program is designed to determine whether the use of solar 
technology is a clean, efficient and sustainable energy source for the Houston area.”   
The press release noted that, “students at the two high schools will gain real-world 
laboratory experience working alongside engineers and scientists, gaining first-hand 
knowledge about the function and benefits of alternative energy systems.”  Houston’s 
very own Ignite Solar will provide the turnkey solar system.  Even though this is the 
largest solar rooftop project in Texas Public Schools, like the other press 
releases, they do not seem to be generating national attraction. 
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What about biofuels?  Texas and Houston in particular were progressive in pursuing 
biodiesel capacity.  Unfortunately, the economics have not been kind.  The country still 
subsidizes corn-based ethanol but that is a different political story, the merits of which 
have become unclear.  Non-food based crops make more sense such as cellulosic 
biofuels, algae, and so forth.  The super-majors with US operations in Houston 
are all exploring biofuel opportunities as they recognize the crude oil dependency 
this country faces with the Middle-east and other OPEC countries.  In addition, 
theNational Algae Association, headquartered just up North in the Woodlands, is 
pursuing an interesting pilot commercialization project in Texas with over a 
dozen algae energy companies where the land, CO2, and water are supplied on five-
acre sites with growth opportunity if pilots are successful. With the Texas gulf coast 
having about 25% of this nation’s refining infrastructure, we will have really blown it if 
Houston doesn’t become the biofuels capital as well. 

In my March 17, 2010 blog on Energy Security through Natural Gas Vehicles, the 
formation of the Houston Metro Natural Gas Vehicle Consortium was 
described.  Texas is the number one state on natural gas production; the supply 
synergies with natural gas vehicles and the Houston-Dallas-San Antonio triangle are 
obvious.  Texas is likewise the largest electricity producer in the nation.  You should 
also expect announcements on providing a Houston electric vehicle eco-system in the 
coming year.  The bottom line is that people in Houston recognize that there needs to 
be a balanced energy portfolio.  

Supply is just one side of the equation.  Energy efficiency is clearly important as the 
world energy demand grows and energy prices rise. There are lots of groups in greater 
Houston working on how to educate the public on efficiency opportunities, from cities 
and counties, commercial providers, universities, and even the Greater Houston 
Partnership’ Smart Grid Task Force led by Brett Perlman, former PUC Commissioner for 
the state of Texas.  Part of the solution is providing intelligence back to consumer’s on 
their energy usage, which is the rationale of smart meters.  Center Point Energy, 
which serves the greater Houston area, will install over 2 million smart 
meters by mid-2012. That sounds pretty progressive to me compared to San 
Francisco, which has yet to start a smart meter program. 

Sticking with efficiency– in the EPA’s 2009 ranking of the cities with the most ENERGY 
STAR labeled buildings, Los Angeles topped the list. Houston dropped to sixth from its 
third place ranking in 2008.  In terms of square footage, Houston was second behind 
Los Angeles. This ranking won’t do in a can do city. In 2010, the City of Houston 
announced the first major overall retrofit program of any large city involving 19 city 
buildings to increase energy efficiency and reduce carbon emissions. Now Houston has 
put a stake in the ground with this recent press release by Mayor Parker.  “The 
Houston Green Office Challenge is an unprecedented opportunity to bring 
citizens into the city-wide sustainability strategy – to make Houston a 
greener, cleaner and healthier place for ourselves and the future Houstonians 
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who will inherit our great city…The City of Houston is eighth in the country for the 
number of LEED certified buildings and sixth in the country for the number of Energy 
Star buildings.  We want to be #1 in both.  The Green Office Challenge will help us 
get there.” 

In previous blogs, I have noted our universities and some of their endeavors. It seems 
like every major university in Texas has key programs in wind energy.   UH Energy is 
developing an energy park at the Sclumberger property they purchased; 
superconducting wires that could be integral to a national grid is one of their showcase 
endeavors.  Rice University’s strength in nanotechnology and Texas A&M’s depth in 
biofuels will help solve this country’s energy challenges. But who thinks about these 
universities as overall energy focused beyond petroleum research & curriculum? 

The Houston Technology Center (HTC) has been recognized by Forbes as one 
of the 10 technology incubators changing the world.   The HTC has about 60 
clients and almost half of them are in energy, not surprising with almost 50% of 
Houston’s economy driven by energy.  But about half those energy clients are 
focusing beyond traditional energy. Who knows? 

All of this is pretty impressive stuff, but what difference does it make if people do 
know? Quite frankly, it can impact the economic development of this gulf coast region 
all the way from government funding to company locations and relocations.   On the 
government funding side, some people say it won’t matter being a red state in a 
federally blue political world today. They say this is just another reality.  Well, perhaps 
that doesn’t really matter as much as Houston has always been driven by commerciality 
and not government handouts.  But economic development does matter. 

Getting the message out is going to be one step at a time just like Mayor Parker’s press 
releases.  As you have heard me say in many blogs, the Greater Houston Partnership’s 
Energy Collaborative focuses on perpetuating Houston as the energy capital.  In that 
respect, the Energy Collaborative’s marketing committee is reaching out through 
communication vehicles like the Energy Summit to be held on October 12, 
2010 at the Hilton Americas.  The theme this year is America’s Energy Future: 
Emerging Technologies & Job Creation looking at both traditional and renewable 
energy.  Organizations like the Consumer Energy Alliance are also stepping up with 
an Energy Day event targeted for October 15, 2011 in Houston, Texas.  It’s billed as a 
public, family-friendly festival celebrating and highlighting the importance of energy in 
our lives, our communities, and our nation.  There is also the EarthQuest Institute to 
be located just northeast of Houston.  It envisions a world class, state-of-the-art center 
for sustainability education, entertainment and communication located next to a world-
class theme park – all completely committed to energy and environmental education 
and conservation. 
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Yet, let’s face it; energy is hot for American cities to pursue today given their own 
struggling economies.   And when it fits other’s agenda to pigeonhole Houston’s energy 
capabilities, they will regardless of the facts. We do have an energy image problem not 
all of our own making, but we are the only ones that can fix that. So, let me have your 
ideas and thoughts such that “those others” one day really say: Houston is the 
Energy Capital. 

 


